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The Complement of a Finite Index 
Matrix Language Is Context Sensitive 
GHEORGHE PAUN 
Institute of Mathematics, Str. Academiei 14, Bucure~ti R-70109, Romania 
In a constructive grammatical way it is proved that the complement of a -finite 
index matrix language is context sensitive. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the famous open problems in formal language theory is the 
question of whether the complement of a context sensitive language is 
context sensitive or not. The problem is related to another well-known one, 
that of the equivalence between deterministic and nondeterministic linear 
bounded automata. It is known that the complement of a deterministic 
context-sensitive language is context sensitive. (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969; 
Salomaa, 1973). Using this result, it was shown that the complement of 
languages in various families are also context sensitive. Such families are 
those of context-free languages (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969) and of simple 
matrix languages (Ibarra, 1970). A family of context sensitive languages 
whose complements are context sensitive is given in (Istrail, 1979) too. 
All these families are incomparable with the family of finite index matrix 
languages (P~un, 1980). In what follows, we shall prove that the complement 
of a finite index matrix language is context sensitive too. The proof will be a 
purely grammatical one, not using the deterministic or nondeterministic 
character of finite index matrix languages. 
Finally, this proof is discussed as a possible way to solve the complemen- 
tation problem for other subfamilies of context sensitive languages family. 
2. PREL IMINARY NOTIONS AND RESULTS 
We shall use the terminology and the notation of (Salomaa, 1973) with 
the modification in (P~un, 1981) for the matrix languages. We specify here 
only some basic notions. 
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For a vocabulary V we denote by V* the free monoid generated by V 
under the operation of concatenation and the null element 2. The length of a 
string x E V* is denoted by j xl. 
A Chomsky grammar is a quadruple G = (N, T, S, P), where N, T are 
finite, nonempty, disjoint vocabularies, S C N and P is a finite set of 
rewriting rules of the form x~ y, x E (NU T)*N(NU T)*, y ~ (NUT)* .  
For z, wE(NUT)*  we write z=>w iff Z=ZlXZz, w=z lyz2 ,  
z~,z zE (NUT)* ,  x~ y EP .  Let us denote by * the reflexive transitive 
closure of the relation ~.  The language generated by G is L(G)= 
{x C T* I S :~ x }. 
A grammar G as above is said to be of type 1 iff for each rule x ~ y in P 
we have [x I ~< [y] and context-free iff x C N. 
A (context-free) matrix grammar is a quadruple G = (N, T, S, M), where 
N, T, S are as in a context-free grammar and M is a finite set of matrix 
rules, that is, of sequences of the form (A I~ x I ..... A, ~ x,), n >/1, A i E N, 
x i E (NU T)*, i = 1, 2 ..... n. For z, w E (NUT)*  we define z :~ w iff there 
exist ul ,u  2 ..... u,+~ in (NUT)*  such that u~=z, un+~=w, ui=-tiAivi, 
ui+ ~ =qx iv  i, i=  1,2 ..... n, and (A lex  1 ..... A ,~x , )CM.  We denote by 
the reflexive transitive closure of => and define the language L(G) in the 
usual way. 
For a string x C (NUT)*  we denote by N(x) the length of the string 
obtained by erasing all terminal symbols occurring in x. Let us consider a 
derivation D: S = wl => w2 => ... =~ wk according to the grammar G. We 
define the index of this derivation by 
Ind(D, G)= max N(wi) 
l <~i<~k 
and for x C L(G) we put 
Ind(x, G) = rain Ind(D, G), where D is a derivation ofx  
with respect to G. 
Then, the index of G is 
Ind(G) = sup{Ind(x, G) j x ~ L(G)} 
and for a language L we define the index by 
Ind(L) = inf{Ind(G) IL = L(G)}. 
We denote by ~ the family of languages generated by finite index matrix 
grammars without using rules of the form A ~ 2, A E N (we say that we have 
a 2-free grammar) and by Je'~ the family of finite index matrix languages. In 
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(Pfiun, 1979) it is shown that JZ i= Jg~,  that is, for any finite index matrix 
language there is a 2-free finite index matrix grammar generating it. 
Moreover, in (Pfiun, 1979) it is proved that for any language L E Jg  i we 
can construct a 2-free finite index matrix grammar of the form 
G = (N, T, S, M) with N = N~ U N 2 U {S}, N~ n N 2 : ~ and containing only 
matrices of rules of the following forms: 
(i) (S --+ x), x e T*, 
(ii) (S + AX), A C N~, X ~ N z, 
(iii) (A-~x,X-~ Y),A ~N, ,X ,  YCN2,xE(N~UT)*  , 
(iv) (A+x,X~a) ,AEN~,XCN2,  a~T,x~T* .  
Sucff a grammar is said to be in the 2-normal form. 
3. SOME AUXILIARY RESULTS 
The fact that every string in a finite index matrix language has a 
derivation which contains sentential forms with bounded numbers of nonter- 
minals, can be used in order to obtain many context-free-like r sults. The 
erasing of 2-rules is such a result. Another one will be proved in what 
follows concerning the elimination of rules of the form A -~ B, A, B E N 1 
(from 2-normal form grammars). 
LEMMA 1. For any language L C ~/i there is a 2-normal form grammar 
of finite index which generates L and does not contain matrices of the form 
(=4 --+ A, X--+ Y), A E NI, X, YEN 2. 
Proof Let G= (N, T,S,M) be a 2-normal form grammar and let 
(A --+ A, X-+ Y), A C N 1 , X, Y C N 2, be a matrix in M. For each matrix of 
the form (B -> x, Z -~ X), with x containing occurences of A, we introduce a 
matrix of the form (B -~ x, Z-~ Y). Also, for each matrix (S-~ AX) we 
introduce the matrix (S + A Y). Then we remove the matrix (A ~A,  X-> Y). 
In this way a 2-normal form grammar is obtained, equivalent to G, 
containing fewer matrices of the form (C+ C, X-+ Y), CENt .  Repeating 
this procedure we achieve a 2-normal form grammar without matrices as 
above. Since the index is not increased, the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2. For any language L ~ ~ there ex&ts a 2-normal form 
grammar of finite index generating L and not containing matrices of the 
form (A -~ B, X ~ I1), A, B C N~ , X, Y C N 2. 
Proof. Let G = (N, T, S, M) be a 2-normal form grammar of finite index 
for L. Using Lemma 1 we can eliminate the matrices of the form (A ~A,  
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X--* Y), A ~ NI, X, YEN 2. Consider a symbol B C N1 for which there are 
matrices of the form (B -* C, X--} Y), (C ~ B,X  -* Y), C C N 1, X, YEN 2. 
First we eliminate the matrices of the form (C ~ B, Z-*  U). In this aim, 
for each matrix (B--*x, U--* V) we introduce a matrix (C--*x,Z--*V), 
x C (NI U T)*. Then we eliminate the matrices of the form (B -* C, X-* Y). 
In this aim, for each matrix (A-* x, Z--* X), x E (NI U T)*, x containing 
occurrences of B, we construct all the matrices of the form (A -~ x', Z-*  Y), 
where x' is obtained by replacing an occurrence of B in x by C. Also, for 
each matrix (S --* BX) we introduce the matrix (S -* CY). (The elimination of 
a matrix is performed taking into consideration all initial matrices and those 
introduced at previous steps of the procedure.) 
In the above way we can remove all matrices of the form (A -* C, X--* Y), 
A = B or C = B, X, Y C N 2. If this procedure introduces new matrices of the 
form (A-~A, X-* Y), A CN~, X, YEN2, then we use the algorithm in the 
proof of Lemma 1 and remove them. 
The previous procedure can be repeated for each nonterminal in N~. Thus 
we can eliminate from M all matrices of the form (A-*B, X-*Y), 
A, B C N~, X, Y C N 2 and we obtain a new 2-normal form grammar of finite 
index generating L and the proof is complete. 
Another auxiliary result, useful in what follows, was proved in (P~un, 
1979, 1981). 
LEMMA 3. For each L C ~ there exists a 2-normal form grammar G of 
finite index such that each derivation according to G contains only sentential 
forms with distinct nonterminal occurrences. 
The proof of this result is based on two observations: (a) the nonterminals 
in a finite index matrix grammar can be indexed such that every two 
occurrences of the same nonterminal in some sentential form to be distinctly 
indexed (such that instead of two occurrences of the same nonterminal we 
obtain two different nonterminals); (b) the nonterminals in N 2 can be 
replaced by vectors which indicate the nonterminals which occur in the 
sentential forms such that a matrix cannot be applied if it introduces a 
double occurrence of some nonterminal. 
A grammar which is 2-normal, does not contain matrices of the form 
(A--*B, X-* Y), and also has the property in Lemma 3 is said to be a 
reduced one. Summarizing the above lemmas, we can write 
THEOREM 1. For each language in ~ there exists a reduced grammar of 
finite index generating it. 
Let us note that in a reduced grammar every derivation is precisely deter- 
mined by the string of matrices only. (Each matrix can be used in one 
position only.) On the other hand, if a derivation produces a string x, then it 
643/47/3-2 
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has at most 2Ix I steps (it uses at most 2Ix I matrices). Indeed, we can use at 
most ix[ matrices of the form (A ~ w, X -* a), wE T*, a E Tt..) N2, and at 
most Ixl matrices of the form (A -~ w, X-* Y), w E (N1U T)*, Iwl/> 2. These 
remarks will be essentially used in the next sections. 
4. A TYPE-1 PROCEDURE FOR GENERATING THE STRINGS IN V* 
IN THE INCREASING ORDER OF THEIR n-ADIc VALUES 
In this section we discuss a procedure which is the core of the proof of the 
main result of the paper. More exactly, we are interested in finding a type-1 
procedure which generates all the strings in V*, for given V= {a~ ..... a,}, 
without repetition, in the increasing order of their n-adic values. By a type-1 
procedure we mean an algorithm written as a type-1 grammar which leads to 
the desired result (the strings, in our case), eventually, supplemented by a 
residual (that is, auxiliary) string of bounded length. 
More precisely, for our problem, we look for a set of type-1 rules which 
can generate strings of the form CIXC2Y , where x E V*, C~, C 2 are  end- 
markers for x, and y is a residual string for which we have lyl ~< klxl, for 
given k. 
When formalizing the procedure as a type-1 grammar, a step of a 
derivation when we obtain the string ClXC2 OUT indicates a statement of 
the form "WRITE x" in a programming language, while the other steps 
corresponding to strings of the form C~zC 2 WORK, indicates intermediate 
steps of the procedure working. (OUT and WORK are interpreted as 
symbols.) 
In the rules below, the capital letters are considered nonterminals as well 
as WORK and OUT. But note that, in fact, they are auxiliary symbols which 
may occur in the "output" strings identified by the procedure (in 
contradiction to the grammars case when only the terminals may occur in 
final strings). 
We write now the procedure following the rules by informal explanations 
which make them easy to be understood. 
(1) S -* C~C2 OUT. 
(We have written the statement "WRITE x = 2".) 
(2) C1 C2 OUT-* Cla l  C 2 OUT. 
(We have formalized the statement "WRITE x = a~".) 
(3) C20UT-*X WORK 
a,X -* Xa~. 
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(The symbol OUT is replaced by WORK and the new symbol X moves to 
left and replaces the sufix a~ by a~.) 
(4) Cl Xa1-4 Cl al al Y 
Yal -4 al Y 
Y WORK-4 C 2 0 UT. 
k then it is transformed into a~, one more a~ (If the string x is of the form a, ,  
is added and then we "write" the obtained string.) 
(5) a jy -4  a/+,  Y, j = 1, 2 ..... n - 1. 
(If X reaches a symbol aj, j < n, then a i is replaced by aj+ 1, the symbol Y 
moves to right and, by using rules 4, it "writes" the obtained string.) 
With the above conventions and explanations, it is easy to see that, 
working as an usual grammar, the procedure "generates" the strings in V* in 
their increasing order, as n-adic numbers over V, without repetition. Thus we 
have obtained the desired procedure. 
5. A TYPE-1 GRAMMAR FOR THE COMPLEMENT OF A 
FINITE INDEX MATRIX LANGUAGE 
The above described procedure--with small modifications--can be 
integrated in a type-1 grammar which generates the complement of a finite 
index matrix language. This grammar will work in the following manner. Let 
a finite index matrix grammar G = (N, T, S, M) be given and assume that it 
is a reduced one. Consider the labels m~ ..... m r for the matrices in M and let 
R be the set of these labels. We consider the following procedure: 
(1) generate a string x in T*; 
(2) generate a string y in R* (we begin with y E R, y = ml); 
(3) construct the derivation which coresponds to the string y (this 
derivation is unique since G was a reduced grammar); 
(4) if the above derivation is a terminal one and the string generated 
by it is x, then we introduce a trap-symbol in order to block the derivation; 
(5) if the derivation is not possible at all, or it is not a terminal one, 
or it generates a string different from x, then we generate the next string y' in 
the r-adic order, y'  E R*, and the procedure is reiterated from step (2) with 
y= y'; 
(6) if for all string y E R* with ]Yl ~< 2Ix[ we do not find a derivation 
for x, then it follows that x belongs to the complement of the language L(G); 
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all symbols do not occurring in x are erased and we obtain a derivation for 
X. 
Clearly. the above procedure constructs all strings in the complement of 
L(G). It can be "programmed" as a type-0 grammar with a bounded work- 
space. (Let G = (N, T, S, P) be a type-0 grammar and let 
D: S = w 0 => w~ => ... => w,, be a derivation according to G. We denote 
WS(D, G) = max [wil 
O~<i<n 
The grammar G is said to have a bounded work-space iff there is a constant 
k such that for each x EL(G), there is a derivation D such that 
WS(D, G) <~ k Ix[.) In view of work-space theorem (Salomaa, 1973) it 
follows that there is a type-1 grammar generating the same language as our 
grammar. Consequently, we can write 
THEOREM 2. The complement of a finite index matrix language is a 
context sensitive language. 
The formal proof of the theorem assumes to completely write the grammar 
corresponding to the above sketched procedure. We omit here this tedious 
construction, but we indicate how it can be done. 
The first step of the procedure can be realized by a regular grammar. The 
second step is based on the grammar given in Section 4. (We generate the 
strings in R* without repetition in the increasing order of their r-adic values.) 
We formalize here the third step. Let us consider y ER* and 
z = C~ SC 2 yC 3, Cj, C 2, C a markers. We construct he following rewriting 
(i) SC2mi-rAXC 2
(2) SC2mi~xC2 
(3) C2mi~ YmiC2, 
XYm, ~ Tmi Z 
rules: 
(4) 
aTz~ ~ Tm~a, 
ATmi~ X 
C2 C3 --* Q, 
aQ ~ Qa, 
C IQ~ ~.. 
for mi: (S-.  AX), A E NI, X E N2, 
for mi: (S--, x), xE  T*, 
for mi: (A ~x ,X~Z) ,A  EN1,X,  YEN2,  
x 6 (N~ U T)*, 
aCNIUT ,  
for mi : (A ~ x, X ~ Z), A ~ N~ , X, Y E Nz, 
x ~ (NI U T)*, 
a~T,  
Clearly, the above grammar simulates (starting from the initial string z) 
the derivation obtained by using the matrices indicated by the string y. The 
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number of erased symbols is bounded, hence the work-space of the grammar 
is bounded. The grammar can be easily modified to indicate (by a special 
symbol) when the derivation asociated to the string y is not possible. 
Step (4) of the procedure can be also realized by a type-1 grammar. 
Step (5), continuing the step (4), assumes the reiteration of the procedure of 
generating strings in R*. Finally, the answer to the question whether 
lYl ~< 2 Ixl or not and whether the derivation generates the stringx, can be 
realized by type-1 rules. Consequently, all steps of the above procedure can 
be realized by type-1 rules or by type-0 rules which imply only bounded 
erasing. The management of these steps can be realized by type-1 rules too. 
Thus Theorem 2 is justified. 
Remark. The result in Theorem 2 is nontrivial in view of the fact that the 
family ~ is not closed under complementation (it is closed under union but 
not under intersection (P~un, 1979, 1981) and it is not known to be included 
in a family of languages whose complements are known to be context 
sensitive languages. 
6. FINAL REMARKS 
First, let us note that the procedure described as justification of Theorem 2
answers also the membership roblem with respect o a finite index matrix 
language. Indeed, before obtaining a terminal string or to block the 
derivation, the grammar in procedure checkes whether the string is in L(G) 
or not. Therefore, we have 
THEOREM 3. The membership problem for a finite index matrix language 
can be solved at the level of type-1 grammars. 
A natural problem arises: Can the above procedure be modified in such a 
way that a theorem like Theorem 2 to be valid for other clases of grammars, 
more general than the finite index matrix grammars ones? For instance, is 
this procedure valid for matrix grammars (of arbitrary index) or for context 
sensitive grammars? 
Let us note that the difficult points are steps (3) and (6). Indeed, in a 
reduced finite index matrix grammar a string of matrices precisely identifies 
at most one correct derivation. This assertion is not true for other types of 
grammars (for type-1 grammars, for instance). Thus raises the problem of 
algorithmically constructing all the derivations corresponding to a given 
sequence of matrices (rules). Also, at step (6), it was essentially used the fact 
that the length of a derivation is bounded by k Ix[, x being the generated 
string. The existence of a number k such that [y[~k[x[, x, y as in above 
procedure, is not visible for arbitrary matrix grammars and for type-1 
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grammars. If these difficulties would be overpassed, then the complemen- 
ration problem for type-1 languages would be (affirmatively) solved. 
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